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ABSTRACT
Molecular dynamics simulations are used to study
the replacement behavior of CH4 in the hydrate with
CO2 injection. The molecular configurations and
microstructure properties are analyzed with the
systems containing the gas layer (CO2 or CH4) and the
CH4 hydrate layer. It is found that the H2O molecules
arrangement of hydrate surface is changed in the
replacement process. These H2O molecules of hydrate
surface move and reform the solid cages, while H2O
molecules of the interfacial transition zone of the gas
layer and the hydrate layer present the quasi‐liquid
structure. The simulation results indicate the H2O
molecules arrangement is affected by the gas molecules
in replacement process.
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INTRODUCTION
As a new clean energy source in the world, natural
gas hydrate is distributed widely in the ocean sediments
and permafrost areas. The CH4 production from the
natural gas hydrate reservoir by injecting CO2 is a new
exploitation method of the natural gas hydrates. It can
not only store CO2 to reduce the greenhouse gases
emission but also produce CH4 from the natural gas
hydrate reservoirs. Experimental and theoretical
researches have demonstrated the feasibility of the
replacement of CH4 in the hydrate with CO2. On the
thermodynamics researches, the equilibrium condition
of the CO2 hydrate was more moderate than that of the

CH4 hydrate [1]. On the kinetics researches, the Gibbs
free energy (ΔG) of the CH4‐CO2 replacement in natural
gas hydrate was negative, which means the reaction of
the CH4‐CO2 replacement from natural gas hydrate was
spontaneous [2]. Additionally, the micro analysis and
component measurement in the process of the CH4‐CO2
replacement from natural gas hydrate proposed that
the CH4–CO2 replacement mainly occurred in the
hydrate phase. [3]. However, it was difficult to
understand the replacement mechanism of the hydrate
by the experimental and numerical simulation method.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has been
proven to be a powerful tool to provide molecular level
understanding of microscopic mechanisms. Recently,
several simulation researchers investigated the
mechanisms of the replacement of CH4 in the hydrate
with CO2. Qi et al. reported the replacement process by
MD. The simulation results confirmed that CH4 was
released from its hydrate and entered into the gas
phase by the replacement with CO2 [4]. Tung et al. used
MD to investigate the conversion of the CH4 hydrates to
the CO2 hydrate [5]. The results showed CO2 swapped
CH4 or momentarily co‐occupied with CH4 in the cages
of hydrate. Iwai et al. analyzed the phenomena of
replacement of CH4 hydrate with CO2 by MD [6]. In the
simulation, the hydrate partially melted and liquid
water phase appeared. And CO2 mainly occupied the
large cage of the hydrate. As above researches, there
has been concerned about the exchange of gas in the
cages on the replacement process, while neglected the
exchange of H2O in these cages. In the work, we focus
on the move process of H2O in the CH4 hydrate, when
CH4 produce from the CH4 hydrate by CO2. To eliminate
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the effect of liq
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micrrostructure p
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g layer (CO
O2 or CH4) and
d the CH4 hyd
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2.

COMPUTATTIONAL DETA
AILS
TThe two‐layeer model con
nsisting of a gas layer and a
CH4 hydrate layeer is used in
n this work.. The gas layer
conttains 100 CH
H4 molecules or 100 CO2 molecules aand
the CH
C 4 hydrate layer consistts of a 2×2×4
4 unit cell of the
struccture I (sI) hydrate with all cages filled with CH
C 4
moleecules. The ssystems containing CH4 and CO2 in the
gas layer and the CH4 hydratte layer are ccalled System
mA
n this work.
and System B resspectively, in
TThe MD simulations aare perform
med using the
DL_P
POLY MD simulation package[7]. TThe interacttion
poteentials of H2O molecules are treated aas the TIP4P//ice
H2O model[8], aand CH4 molecules are represented by
O
all atom
m (OPLS‐AA) model[9]. A cutoff distan
nce
the OPLS
at half of the m
model cell length is used
d for the sho
ort‐
t long‐rangge electrostaatic
rangged interactions, while the
interractions are calculated using
u
the Ew
wald summattion
method. The Veerlet Leapfro
og algorithm is used to the
otion for tran
nslations and
d rotations w
with
equaations of mo
a tim
mestep of 1 fs. Periodic boundary conditions are
appllied along all three directions of the systems.
TThe initially systems werre energy minimized, and a
shorrt (100 ps) NVT simulaation at 260 K was th
hen
perfformed to reelax any exttra stress att the two layer
surfaace. The sim
mulations off the CH4‐CO
O2 replacement
proccess runs aree maintained
d at 277 K aand 15 MPa by
the isobaric‐isotthermal (NpTT) ensemblee with the tiime
scalee of 500 ns.
3.

D DISSCUSSION
RESULT AND

3.1 Replacemen
nt of Methan
ne by Carbon Dioxide
Figure 1 sho
ows the snapshots of co
onfiguration on
Systeem A and Syystem B during the simullations. As seeen
in FFigure 1, the initial cconfiguration
ns (0 ns) are
composed of a gas layer (on the right) and a CH
C 4
n the left). The CH4 hydraate layer sho
ows
hydrrate layer (on
the integral stru
ucture of sII CH4 hydratte along the z
der to analyzze the replaccement proccess
direcction. In ord
in more
m
detail, we divide tthe CH4 hyd
drate into eight
sliceed layers, A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H
H. Each layer is
apprroximately 0
0.59 nm in th
hickness, and the thickn
ness
rougghly correspo
onds to the d
distance of h
half a cell length
in on
ne unit CH4 h
hydrate in thee z direction. From Figuree 1,
we can
c see CH4 molecules o
occupy all th
he cages in the
CH4 hydrate laayer, while CH4 moleecules or C
CO2

m
molecules un
niformly distribute in thee gas layer at 0 ns.
O
On the surface of the CH
H4 hydrate, some
s
CH4 loccate in
the half‐open cages. It is caused b
by cutting th
he CH4
h
hydrate mod
del in the simulation systems. IIn the
b
beginning of the simulattion, CH4 mo
olecules locaated in
the half‐open
n cages disso
olve into thee gas layer. In the
ssame time, the arrangem
ment of H2O molecules formed
f
the half‐open
n cages on tthe surface o
of the CH4 h
hydrate
aare immediaately distorted due to the diffusio
on CH4
h
hydrate. Theerefore, a q
quasi‐liquid structure o
of H2O
m
molecules prresents at th
he interface between th
he gas
laayer and thee hydrate layeer. Simultaneeously, the b
balance
o
of hydrogen bonds amon
ng H2O moleccules betweeen this
in
nterface and
d the hydratte surface iss destroyed. Then,
the arrangem
ment of H2O molecules iss disordered in the
C
CH4 hydrate ssurface. In Figure 1, we ccan see somee cages
o
of the CH4 h
hydrate surfaace are brokken at 100 ns.
n CH4
m
molecules of the CH4 hyd
drate depart from these b
broken
ccages and theen diffuse intto the gas layyer. Consequ
uential,
C
CH4 moleculees or CO2 mo
olecules difffused from the gas
laayer to the CH4 hydratee surface occcupy these empty
aand distorted
d cages.

Fig 1 Snapsh
hot of simulation configurattion at x‐z plan
ne (a)
System A, (b) System B
B. Yellow sphere indicates CH4
molecules in initial gas laayer; read sph
here indicates CO2
molecules in initial gas laayer; grey sphere indicates CH4
molecules in
n initial hydratte layer; red sttick and whitee stick
indicate H2O molecules
m
in th
he hydrate layyer, respectiveely; the
blue dasshed line reprresents the hyydrogen bondss

In System
m A, because the poten
ntial energy of CH4
m
molecules (frrom the gas layer) in th
hese cages iss same
that of CH4 molecules
m
(ffrom the inn
ner of the h
hydrate
laayer) in the hydrate cagees, CH4 moleecules from tthe gas
laayer steadilly occupy tthese cagess. H2O mollecules
aaround thosse CH4 molecules (from
m the gas layer)
rrearrange to form the reggular cages. A
As shown in Figure
1
1(a), the surrface cages are broken at 0‐200 ns, and
these cages aare regular aagain after 3
300 ns. Theree are a
d
dynamics equilibrium on
n the CH4 (tthe gas layeer)‐CH4
2
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(the CH4 hydratee layer) exch
hange. The result indicaates
the system with the CH4 gass layer and the CH4 hydrrate
n System B, tthe cages of the
layer is stable aftter 200 ns. In
hydrrate surface is not regu
ular during tthe simulatiion,
show
wn in Figure 1(b). It duee to the poteential energyy of
CO2 molecules in
n the hydrate cages is higher than that
of C
CH4 moleculees in the hyd
drate cages[[10]. Therefo
ore,
CO2 molecules ttent to replace CH4 mo
olecules in the
he hydrate on System B iis unstable, H2O
hydrrate layer. Th
moleecules of thee hydrate su
urface frequeently rearran
nge
in the replacem
ment processs. In the saame time, the
orphous CO2 hydrate iss formed in the hydrrate
amo
surfaace. And it forms
f
the m
mass transferr barrier durring
the replacemen
nt process. Therefore the replaccing
efficciency is decrrease.
3.2 H2O molecu
ules arrangeement of th
he replacement
process
of the surface
Figure 2 shows the snapshot o
conffigurations at x‐z plane o
of System A and System
m B.
The green sphere indicates H2O moleculees in initial layer
p
sphere indicates H2O
A off the hydratee layer, the purple
moleecules in initial layer B of the hyd
drate layer aand
otheers moleculess shown as FFigure 1. It caan be seen frrom
Figure 2 that some H2O mollecules in the layer A mo
ove
ules in the layer
into the layer B, while some H2O molecu
ove into the layer A. the result indicattes the cagess of
B mo
the h
nly broken, b
but also the H2O
hydrate surfaace is not on
moleecules arranggement of th
hese cages is changed.

Fig 2 Snapshot of tthe surface co
onfigurations aat x‐z plane off (a)
S
System
A and (b) System B

SSome cages configuration of the simulation systeems
at x‐‐y plane are shown in Figgure 3. It can be seen frrom
Figure 3 some H2O moleculees in the layer A move into
with
the layer B and arrange thee polygon of the cages w
he replacement
some H2O moleccules in the layer B in th
proccess. Compared with the two simulation systems,
the rearrangemeent cages aree more regu
ular in System
mA
n those in Sysstem B.
than

Fig 3 Cages cconfiguration of the simulattion systems aat x‐y
plane (a) Systeem A at 0 ns, ((b) System A aat 500 ns, (c) SSystem
B aat 500 ns

To describe in dettail the disstribution of
o H2 O
m
molecules in the hydratee surface, thhe radial distrribution
fu
functions (RDF
Fs) and the fo
four-body ordeer parameter ((F4φOP)
o
of the simulaation system
ms are analyzzed. In Figurre 4, it
ccan be seen tthat the first,, second and
d third peaks for gO‐
ms at 0 ns aand 500 ns have the H2O‐H2O
O(r) in system
d
distances of about 0.27
7 nm, 0.45 nm and 0.6
64 nm,
rrespectively. The result aagrees with that of gO‐OO(r) for
0], indicatin
ng the
the stable pure CH4 hydrate [10
cclathrate‐likee arrangemen
nt of H2O mo
olecules duriing the
rreplacement process. Fro
om Figure 4
4, we can seee the
p
peak for gO‐OO(r) is lower and broaderr in the lay A than
that in the laay D. It indiccates that the regularity of the
aarrangement of H2O moleecules decreaases in the h
hydrate
ssurface, whilee the inner aarrangementt of H2O molecules
iss not change. From Figure 4(a) and
d Figure 4(b
b), it is
found that tthe distributtion of H2O molecules in the
h
hydrate surfaace is more iirregular in SSystem B thaan that
in
n System A
A. The same result is obtained b
by the
aanalyzed F4φO
Ops in Figuree 5. The F4φO
OP profile alo
ong the
z axis is com
mputed as aan average over
o
10 ps during
ssimulation. From Figure 5,
5 it can be seen the vallues of
the F4φOP in the region o
of the layer C to the layeer F of
a 490‐500 n
ns are appro
oximately clo
osed to
the hydrate at
1]. The
the value in the CH4 hyydrate structture (0.7)[11
rresult impliess H2O molecules of the ssimulation syystems
n this regio
on present the solid structure in
i the
in
rreplacement process. In the layer A
A, the layer B, the
laayer H and the layer G off the hydratee, the profile of the
F4φOP falls ssuddenly att 490‐500 ns.
n It reflects the
cclathrate arraangement is broken in th
he hydrate su
urface.
C
Comparing the z‐profille for the F4φOPs of two
ssimulation systems, we can find the
t
F4φOP of
o the
h
hydrate surfaace in the Syystem A is higher
h
than tthat in
SSystem B. It implies that tthe cages of System A aree more
rregular than those cages of System
m B in the h
hydrate
ssurface.
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Fig 4 RDFs of the simulation systems (a) in System A, (b) in
System B
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Fig 5 Z‐profiles for the F4φOP of H2O molecules

4.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the molecular‐scale replacement
process of CH4 in the hydrate with CO2 is investigated by
MD simulation. The change of the H2O molecules
arrangements shows the different hydrate structure of
the simulation systems in the replacement process. In
the beginning of the simulation, the arrangement of
H2O molecules formed the half‐open cages on the
surface of the CH4 hydrate are distorted due to the
diffusion CH4 hydrate. A quasi‐liquid structure of H2O
molecules presents at the interface between the gas
layer and the hydrate layer. Consequentially, H2O
molecules of one cage of hydrate surface move to
another cage and arrange the polygon of the cage with
some H2O molecules in another cage in the replacement
process. In System A, H2O molecules of the hydrate
surface rearrange to form the regular cages. In System
B, H2O molecules of the hydrate surface frequently
rearrange and the structure of System B is unstable. In
the same time, by analyzing the RDFs and the F4φOP in
the simulation systems, we found that the arrangement
of H2O molecules in the hydrate surface is more regular
in System A than that in System B. The results indicate
the H2O molecules arrangement is revealed to exert the
different structures on the replacement process. The
simulations provide the helpful information to the
investigation of the behavior of the CH4‐CO2
replacement.
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